
Varryn Antillus 

Varryn Antillus is the third triumvirate of the Collective. He is the            
Chancellor and head of Capital Enterprises - “the financial and          
tactical backbone of the Collective”. Though the board of directors          
manage the running of the company, Varryn was elected as chief           
executive officer and mark the power of the enterprise on him.           
However, at any time they feel it required, his power could be            
taken away abruptly. Because of this, he does his best to keep his             
role safe and does the dirty work to keep his investors and            
corresponding companies happy. He’s successfully met their       
standards since 31 ABY and has proven himself to be a great            
unchallenged asset and administrator. 
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Personal Information 
Varryn is not a very excitable or outgoing character, and          
tends to keep to himself. Despite not always showing it, he           
is highly dedicated and committed to his task on hand with           
the Collective. He is quite the workaholic and consistently         
keeps himself busy with planning the next strike on         
Collective enemies or signing contracts for the Capital        
Enterprises. Due to his not-a-socialite demeanor, his       
sharp edges allow him to tell it like it is. As a middle-aged             
man, he keeps his figure ready for war and his facial           
features intricately taken care of for diplomatic meetings.        
However, fear still strikes into those that do not know him           
from the look on his face. Due to suffering a permanent           
injury in battle, he lost the use of his left eye and it is sewn               
completely shut. He has grown used to this, though, and          
his other senses make up for the slight loss of his sight.  
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Character History 
 

Early Life  

Varryn was raised on the planet of Unov in the Arx System. He was born to a single courtesan                   
mother and lived on the streets of Unov’s capital city named Qarlen for most of his childhood life.                  
When he was 12 years old, he witnessed his mother’s murder by the hand of a Force-powered                 
stranger without a known name. This caused anger and spite to form in his heart against anyone                 
with Force capabilities. After his mother died, he managed to smuggle himself into the local Qarlen                
artillery forces and made his way up in rank. There he grew wise in military tactics and battle                  
strategy, though also was weakened by his obsession with making money.  

Desire for Dollars 

He promised himself after his mother’s death that he would never allow himself to live on the streets                  
again, and started to illegally work with black market smugglers. Through his rank at the Barracks,                
he managed to successfully hide contraband in shipping containers of provisions for nearby cities for               
5 years. At the age of 30, he was caught by a commanding officer, and was stripped of his rank. He                     
wasn’t left with nothing, however. The black market of Qarlen took him in as their chief financial                 
keeper. There, he continued to usurp his power and greed for money.  

Desire for D’AvonLeigh  

An assassin for the Black Market of Qarlen struck the heart strings of 32 year old Varryn. Her agent                   
name was Cobra, but Varryn was privileged to know her by her true name called D’AvonLeigh. She                 
was a rather alluring Zeltron who used her powers of manipulation for her craft. The pair was                 
determined through their love to find the killer of Varryn’s mother and to put an end to the use of the                     
Force in Qarlan once and for all. For four years, the couple managed to kill 100 force-users in the                   
area through Cobra’s seductive measures and Varryn’s successful tracking. However, their           
escapades were drawn to a close after the Black Market’s main leader, Dragourl, was revealed to be                 
a Force-occultic member. Upon discovering the couple and their intent, Dragourl quickly sacrificed             
Cobra in an occultic bloodied ritual, and forced Varryn to watch. After slicing his eye open and                 
breaking his legs, Varryn was thrown into the local swamps to die at the teeth of local reptilian                  
species.  

Collective Chancellor 

Rath Oligard had been tracking the Force-killing couple for some time on the streets of Qarlan, and                 
discovered Varryn in the swamps after his beloved D’AvonLeigh was tortured and killed. Rath              
nursed Varryn back to health in a local swamp hut, and promised to help Varryn get his vengeance                  
so long as the troubled human would join his cause. With the price of Dragourl’s head, Varryn                 
agreed and left the planet of Unov for good after burying his Cobra. Once Varryn became the                 
elected Chancellor of the Collective in 31 ABY, he moved to Nancora where he stayed until the                 
conclusion of the Twelfth Great Jedi War. Nancora was left abandoned after the war left it                



uninhabitable. He now resides on the Collective’s Cruiser Skylla as he plans the next course for                
action during the Thirteenth Great Jedi War.  


